
    ‘LSAcademia-Admissions’ is a part of an advanced ERP software solution ‘LSAcademia’ 
developed for managing academic institutions. It  incorporates latest Java Web technology 
(J2EE;EJB). LIBSYS has been developing software products for academic institutes for over 
25 years with clientele ranging from schools, colleges to IITs and IIMs.  The LibSys ILMS 
has been recognized as de-facto standard for library management.

    ‘LSAcademia–Admissions’ for school offers a one stop, hassle free solution to manage 
the admission process. The software is available as a service on Web with efficient back-
end process management by LSAcademia team.
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Collecting Applications
- A comprehensive and dynamic online application form (customizable).
- Integration with preferred payment gateway. 
- Configuration of admissions for multiple classes.
- Option to import the data of applications received off-line.
- Auto-merging of online and offline data.

Reports
- Analytical reports on admission trends.
- A unique ‘adhoc report’ based on user defined query.
- Report on application fee collected (online/offline).

Value Added Services
- 24X7 availability on SaaS model.
- Complete data backup and transaction security.
- Secured access through authorized login id and password.  
- Seamless integration with payment gateway and SMS gateway.

Features

Managing Selection Process
- Option to setup counseling process (written test, interview etc.)
- Auto-generation of intimation letters/emails for applicants.
- Detailed list of applicants invited for selection process.
- Record scores of applicants.

Screening Applications
- Auto-screen applications based on pre-defined criteria.
- Provision of discretionary filter for exceptional cases.
- Download/print registration form.

Final Processing
- Publish admission result online.
- Provision to handle withdrawal cases.
- Stage wise student movement report.
- Admission fee/advance collection.

Communicating
- Provision to send registration form through email.
- Payment acknowledgement through email/SMS.
- Admission results on email/SMS.
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